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At Nine we pride ourselves on delivering, the best quality 
baked goods that anyone can enjoy. Nine Bakery & 
Patisserie uses a dedicated and purpose built facility, free 
from gluten and animal products, to provide the quality of 
traditional artisan baked goods without the reliance on 
traditional baking ingredients, instead producing products 
that far surpass the norm so “everyone can eat.”

From staple items such as muffins and carrot cakes, 
to brownies and cookies, no job is too big or too small.  
We’ve got you covered. 
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Classics

carrot cake
Spiced carrot and walnut cake, iced with 
swirls of lemon cream cheese icing and 
topped with toasted coconut, and crushed 
pepitas

Shelf Life: 5 days ambient, 8 weeks frozen

traditional lamington 
An Aussie classic! Pillowy sponge cake, 
topped with in a rich chocolate ganache glaze 
then rolled in fine dessicated coconut

Shelf Life: 5 days ambient, 8 weeks frozen
Minimum Order: 6 units

These bad boys have never left our menu. 
Classics - ‘cause you dont mess with a good thing.



choc chip cookies 
Giant vanilla cookie loaded with
dark chocolate chips.
Crunchy, Chewy, Delicious.

Shelf Life: 2 weeks ambient, 8 weeks frozen
Minimum Order: 6 Units

dark choc sea salt cookies 
Dark chocolate cookie loaded with mylk 
chocolate buttons topped with flaky sea salt

Shelf Life: 2 weeks ambient, 8 weeks frozen
Minimum Order: 6 Units

Cookies

gingerbread people
Delicious Finnish style gingerbread
cookies complete with white
chocolate buttons

Shelf Life: 2 weeks ambient, 8 weeks frozen
Minimum Order: 6 Units

A cookie a day keeps the doctor away! A great 
takeaway option, our cookies are an easy on the go snack. 
Incredibly versitile they’re perfect to fill your 
cabinet or can be front and centre in a cookie jar. 









raspberry lemon streusel 
Lemon flavoured muffin loaded with raspberries 
and topped with a crunchy steusel 

Shelf Life: 5 days ambient, 8 weeks 
frozen
Minimum Order: 1 box (9 Units)

triple chocolate glaze 
Chocolate muffin loaded with dark chocolate chips, 
topped with a dark chocolate glaze and chunks of dark 
chocolate

Shelf Life: 5 days ambient, 8 weeks 
frozen
Minimum Order: 1 box (9 Units)  

Muffins
There’s nothing like a good muffin, and with a 
coffee you’ve got the breakfast of champions. An 
absolute cabinet must, they taste as good as they look!



raspberry lemon streusel 
Lemon flavoured muffin loaded with raspberries 
and topped with a crunchy steusel 

Shelf Life: 5 days ambient, 8 weeks 
frozen
Minimum Order: 1 box (9 Units)

apple walnut crumble 
Cinnamon spiced muffin loaded with chopped 
walnuts and apple pieces. Topped with a crunchy
brown sugar crumble 

Shelf Life: 5 days ambient, 8 weeks frozen
Minimum Order: 1 box (9 Units)

orange, poppyseed and 
cranberry glaze 
Orange oil infused poppyseed muffin loaded with 
cranberries. Topped with a buttery orange glaze 
and the perfect sprinkle of poppyseeds on top

Shelf Life: 5 days ambient, 8 weeks frozen
Minimum Order: 1 box (9 Units)



Sliceables

carrot cake loaf
Sliceable spiced carrot and walnut cake iced 
with lemon cream cheese icing and topped 
with toasted coconut, and crushed pepitas

Serves 8
Shelf Life: cut & wrapped (ambient) 7 days, 8 
Weeks frozen (whole or cut and wrapped)

Minimum Order: 1 unit

banana bread loaf
A great all rounder, our classic banana bread 
loaf, combines real bananas and our 
signature brown sugar loaf mix. 
A great to-go option in any cabinet

Serves 12
Shelf Life: cut & wrapped (ambient) 7 days, 8 
Weeks frozen (whole or cut and wrapped)

Minimum Order: 1 unit 

Helpful tip: For loaves, slice with a serrated knife, and wipe after each cut. 
Cover slices in cling film and freeze 

For brownies, boil some water, dip then dry a chef’s knife and wipe after 
each cut

There’s nothing like a nice slice of cake, with
our sliceable loaves, you can dine in or take
away



lemon madeira loaf
Sliceable lemon loaf topped with lemon 
cream cheese icing, topped with candied 
citron pieces

Serves 8
Shelf Life: cut & wrapped (ambient) 7 days, 8 
Weeks frozen (whole or cut and wrapped

Minimum Order: 1 unit

chocolate brownie slab
Sliceable dark chocolate brownie loaf. Cut 
into fingers or squares, the choice is yours.

Serves 14-28
Shelf Life: cut & stored in box (ambient) 
7 days, 8 Weeks frozen (whole or cut)

Minimum Order: 1 unit




